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Type Hits Search Text

1 BRS 873 physical with parameter with sens$3

2 BRS 141
"data location" with (radio or
receiver)

3 BRS 0

(physical with parameter with sens$3)
and ("data location" with (radio or
receiver)

)

4 BRS 4
"data location" and (physical with
parameter with sens$3)

5 BRS 8
455?$ -eels, and (physical with
parameter with sens$3)

6 BRS 8
"455"/$ .eels . and (physical with
parameter with sens$3)

7 BRS 1
physical with parameter with sens$3
with tun$3 with frequency

8 BRS 6
physical with parameter with sens$3
with tun$3

9 BRS 13
physical with parameter with channel
with tun$3

10 BRS 5
physical with parameter with frequency
with tun$3

11 BRS 58
physical with parameter and
"455"/$.ccls.

12 BRS 13
frequency with parameter with sens$3
and "455"/$. eels

.

13 BRS 257
frequency with parameter with sens$3
with detect$3

14 BRS 71
frequency with parameter with tun$3
with (radio or receiver)

15 BRS 85904 frequency with detect$3

16 BRS 39

(frequency with parameter with tun$3
with (radio or receiver) ) and
(frequency with detect $3)

17 BRS 0
rds with song with artist with
broadcast$3

18 BRS 1
(car or vehicle) with song with artist
with broadcast$3

19 BRS 153 f nar ot VPVl 1 p 1 P ) wi t~ hi ,f H3t*a 1 np^h "i nn "
\ V— dJ_ <J ±. VC111U1C j W1L11 \JLCL^,CL 1UUG.LXU11

20 BRS 0

( (car or vehicle) with "data
location") and (song or music) with
artist with broadcast$3

21 BRS 11410 (sens$3 or detect $3) adj2 parameter

22 BRS 194
(sens$3 or detect$3) adj2 parameter
with activat$3
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23 BRS 1

receiver adj radio and ( (sens$3 or
detect $3) adj 2 parameter with
activat$3)

24 BRS 3

"455"/$ -eels . and ( (sens$3 or
detect $3) adj 2 parameter with
activat$3)

25 BRS 453 (sens$3 adj2 receiv$3) with activat$3

26 BRS 15
l, 455 !l /$ .eels . and ( (sens$3 adj2
receive j j wiun aCLiVdu^o j

27 o rvo D D J criiirp signal
28 RR9 -3 *±oo / 9 .ccis . ana cnirp signal
29 RR^ -J o *±od /9.CCIS. ana sensing unit
30 RR 1

J_ Dzift/^z . pn

.

RR 1
-L ozi^t/yz . pn . ana aececCipi

32 BR^i_J XVo 1X 3^1ft/^Z • pil . allQ picSSI? J
33 RR9£J XVO 1

_L
lll^01A'7Q0ll nn on/^ /^/a-*^-*-^*-* <i? Oo^i^/yz «pn. ana aepress^j

j

34 BRS 28 young. inv. adj alan
Ti T*J OBRS 6815 (broadcast media) .ti.

36 BRS 150 ((broadcast media). ti.) and audience

37 BRS 4
emanat$3 and audience and "scanning
receiver"

38 BRS 4706 activat$3 adi3 (freauencv or channel)

39 BRS 168
(sens$3 or detect$4) with (frequency
or band or carrier) with (music or
song)

40 BRS 1

transmitter same receiver same radio
same microphone same (interest or
advertisement)

41 BRS 0

transmitter same receiver same radio
same convert $3 same frquency same
(interest or advertisement)

42 BRS 16
transmitter same receiver same radio
same convert $3 same frequency same
(interest or advertisement)

43 BRS 18

transmitter same receiver same radio
same convert $3 same (channel or
frequency) same (interest or
advertisement)

44 BRS B6

listen$3 with (sound or song or music)
tfith determin$3 with. (channel or
frequency)
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45 BRS 20

(listen$3 with (sound or song or
music) with determin$3 with (channel
or frequency)) and (interest or
advertisement)

46 BRS scanning adj receiver and audience
47 BRS young and audience

48 BRS 16080
detect$3 with correspond$3 with
(signal$l or message)

49 BRS 5764 broadcast$3 adj 2 station
50 BRS 1325 state near2 transmitter
51 BRS 3273 activat$3 near2 transmitter

52 BRS 154
(state near2 transmitter) and
(activat$3 near2 transmitter)

53 BRS 56
frequency with detect$3 and ((state
near2 transmitter) and (activat$3
near2 transmitter)

)

54

55~

BRS 15
survey$3 with audience with (viewer
listener)

56

57

BRS

BRS

BRS

63

46

428

"4718106" .uref
("6650877'
"6012086"
"6442598"
"6219696"
"6405132"
"6215483"
"6219709"
"6058430"
"6049829"
"5974451"
"6314094"
"6389402"
"5917997"
"6108706"
"6370475"
"6104380"
"6389541"

"6674993"
"6370144"
"5832223"
"6249810"
"6351467"
"6215483"
"6219709"
"6061716"
"6058424"
"6052715"
"6253193"
"6427140"
"6151020"
"6229532"
"6463074"
"6163778"
"6393569")

"5961603"
"6389031"
"6219696"
"6901604"
"6199097"
"5923854"
"5828839"
"6061716"
"6400695"
"6199076"
"6363488"
"6098092"
"6292830"
"6154843"
"5774660"
"6282281"
.pn

.

detect $3 near5 frequency near5
broadcast$3

58 BRS 8145
receiver near5 tun$3 near5 (channel
frequency)

59

60~

BRS 863
receiver near5 tun$3 near5 (channel
frequency) near8 detect$3

BRS 45 S433 and S435
61 BRS S435 and S437
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62 BRS 34
detect$3 near5 frequency near5
(passive and active)

63 BRS 2 S434 and S437

64 BRS 6
detect$3 near5 frequency near5
(passive and active) near8 receiver

65 BRS 11960 determin$3 near5 data near5 location

66 BRS 0
detect$3 near5 frequency near5
broadcast$3 near8 retceiver

67 BRS 105
detect$3 near5 frequency near5
broadcast$3 near8 receiver

68 BRS 32
detect$3 nearS frequency near5
broadcast$3 near8 receiver same tun$3

A A l"iooz400 n
) . URPN.

70 BRS 17 ("5101508") .URPN.

71 BRS 1 "4977455" .PN.

72 BRS 1 "4706121" .PN.

73 BRS 1

receiver near5 tun$3 near5 (channel
frequency) near8 detect$3 same "data
location"

74 BRS 4435
(determin$3 detect$3) same "data
location"

75 BRS 16
|

S435 and S451
76 BRS 1 "6192223" .pn.

77 BRS 1085
receiver nearS tun$3 nearS (channel

78 BRS 31
(broadcast adj3 receiver) near5 tun$3
near5 (channel frequency) near8
(detect $3 1dent if $4

)

79 BRS 1 "6389271" .pn.

80 BRS 45035 detect $3 adj3 frequency
81 BRS 58316 (sens$3 detect$3) adj3 frequency

82 BRS 618 (broadcast adj3 receiver) nearS tun$3

83 BRS 71 S458 and S459

84 BRS 6
(tone sound) nearS isolat$3 near5
demodulat$3
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